The existence and uniqueness of a mild solution to stochastic equations with jumps are established, a stochastic Fubini theorem and a type of Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality are proved, and the two formulas are used to study the regularity property of the mild solution of a general stochastic evolution equation perturbed by jump processes. As applications, the regularity of a stochastic heat equation with jump is given. MSC: 76S05; 60H15
Introduction
In recent years, there have been many monographs concerning stochastic partial differential equations with Lévy jump and their applications in physics, economics, statistical mechanics, fluid dynamics and finance etc. For this theory and its applications, one can see [-] and references therein. In this article, the existence, uniqueness, regularity for the mild solution of stochastic partial differential equations with Lévy jump are studied. There are a lot of works dealing with existence and uniqueness for stochastic partial differential equations with jump processes. In [] , the existence and uniqueness for solutions of stochastic reaction diffusion equations driven by Poisson random measures are obtained. In [] , Malliavin calculus is applied to study the absolute continuity of the law of the solutions of stochastic reaction diffusion equations driven by Poisson random measures. In [] , a minimal solution is obtained for the stochastic heat equation driven by non-negative Lévy noise with coefficients of polynomial growth. In [] , a weak solution is established for the stochastic heat equation driven by stable noise with coefficients of polynomial growth. In [] , the existence and uniqueness for solutions of stochastic generalized porous media equations with Lévy jump are obtained. In [] , the strong solutions to a large class of stochastic equations with Lévy noise are obtained in variational framework. And it is shown in [] that the results can be applied to stochastic reaction-diffusion equations, Burgers-type equations, D Navier-Stokes equations, p-Laplace equations and porous media equations with locally monotone perturbations.
The main aim of this paper is to study the existence, uniqueness and regularity of the stochastic equation
dX(t) = A X(t) + B X(t) dt + Q X(t) dW (t) +

Z F X(t-), x N(dt, dx).
(.) http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/175
In [], the intensity measure λ of N(dt, dx) is finite, while the intensity measure in this article is σ -finite, and also the classical Lipschitz condition (.) in [] is relaxed to condition (A.) in this article. The author of this article proves the existence and uniqueness of a mild solution of (.), the continuity of the solution with respect to initial data. And then a stochastic Fubini theorem is established for the compensated Poisson random measure whose intensity measure is σ -finite compared to a finite case in [] . Furthermore, a new type of the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, which is more precise than Lemma . in [] , is gotten. The two formulas are basic in stochastic analysis. Using the formulas, the author gets the regularity property of a mild solution of (.) without conditions (.) and (.) in [] which are critical there. The article is organized as follows. In Section , we present the framework. Existence, uniqueness and regularity are proved in Section . In Section , two examples including stochastic heat equations with Lévy jump are given.
Some preliminaries
Let (U, U ), (H, ) be separable Hilbert spaces and Z be a Banach space. Let L  (U, H) denote the space of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators from U to H, and set L  := L  (U,H) . Let W (t), t ≥  be a cylindrical Wiener process in U on a probability space ( , F, P) with a normal filtration F t , t ≥  and let N(dt, dz) be a Poisson random measure associated with the compensated (F t )-martingale measure defined as N(dt, dz) := N(dt, dz) -λ(dz) dt, where λ(dz) defined on a measurable space Z is the intensity measure of N(dt, dz). In this article we study the following equation:
with initial condition X() = η, and the coefficients in equation (.) satisfy the following conditions:
(H)/B(H)-measurable, and there exists a positive constant C satisfying
where
For the reader's convenience, before giving our main results, we cite some theorems here which will be needed later.
Contraction theorem
for all λ ∈ and x, y ∈ E. Then there exists exactly one mapping ϕ : → E such that
(ii) If we assume in addition that the mapping λ → G(λ, x) is continuous from to E for all x ∈ E, we get that ϕ : → E is continuous. 
3 Existence, uniqueness and regularity
In addition we get that the mapping
is Lipschitz continuous.
, and define
In the following two steps, it comes to prove that
The first step: It is proved that the mapping F is well defined. 
. Let {e i } and {h i } be an orthonormal basis respectively of U and H. Because
is predictable, and by (A.), it is easy to see  [,t] 
Similarly to , it is easy to see that  [,t] (s)S(t -s)F(X(s), z) is predictable, and by (A.)
we have
Therefore the stochastic integral
. Obviously S(t)η, t ∈ [, T], is an element of H  (T, H).
. There is a version of the second summand t  S(t -s)B(X(s)) ds, t ∈ [, T], which is an element of H  (T, H).
Similarly to the argument of the first step, we know
S(t -rs) -S(t  -rs) S (r -)s B X(s) ds + t t/r S(t -s)B X(s) ds
+ t t/r S(t  -s)B X(s) ds + t  t S(t  -s)B X(s) ds ≤ t/r  S(t -rs) -S(t  -rs) S (r -)s B X(s) ds +CM(T) t t/r  + X(s) ds +CM(T) t t/r  + X(s) ds +CM(T) t  t  + X(s) ds ≤ t/r 
S(t -rs) -S(t  -rs) S (r -)s B X(s) ds
In the above inequalities, we set
where C is as in (A.). As we can derive that
Letting t → t  , and then r → , by (A.), strong continuity of S(t) and dominated convergence theorem, we know, for all most w ∈ , we have
Similarly we can get the same conclusion for  ≤ t  < t ≤ T when t ↓ t  , so we have proved
As we have
Therefore we have proved
. There is a version of
Let us define
Similarly we have
is continuous in the mean square and therefore stochastically continuous. Indeed, let  ≤ t < t  ≤ T, we get
The last step follows by a dominated convergence theorem since ( 
So far we have proved
. There is a version of
It is easy to show  [,t] (s)S(t -s)F(X(s-), z) is predictable. By (A.), we have
Letting t < t  , we have
letting t → t  and r ↓ , by a dominated convergence theorem, we have the following result:
If t > t  , similarly we can get
has a predictable version which is an element in H  (T, H).
The third step: We are going to show
where L  := (E(  )) / . For the first term of the right-hand side of (.), we have
Dividing by e λt both sides of (.), we have t 
S(t -s) B X(s) -B X (s) ds
Obviously
For the second term of (.), by the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality and (A.), we have
Dividing by e λt both sides of (.), we have By the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality and (A.), we have the following estimate for the third term of the right-hand side of (.):
Thus we have 
S(t -s) F X(s-), z -F X (s-), z N(ds, dz)
Obviously,
Therefore we have finally proved that there exists an a(λ) <  with
So, there exists a unique
which is the unique solution of (.). http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/175
The fourth step : We will show the Lipschitz continuity of X : H) . By contraction theorem (iii), we only have to prove that the mapping 
Before giving the regularity of the mild solution of (.), we first need a stochastic Fubini theorem with respect to compensated Poisson measure. Set T × Z = [, T] × × Z, let Z be σ -algebra generated by open subsets in Z, P T be the predictable σ -algebra of [, T]× , ds ⊗ P ⊗ λ(dz) be the product of the Lebesgue measure, P and
Proposition . Let (Y , Y, μ) be a finite measure space and let
ψ : T × Y × Z → H be a P T ⊗ Y ⊗ Z-measurable mapping such that Y ψ(y) L  ( T ×Z) dμ < ∞.
Then () the process indexed by t ∈ [, T] Y ψ(y) dμ is progressively measurable and belongs to
Proof () follows from the following inequality: Let f be a nonnegative
and we get (.) by the Schwarz inequality. Now suppose that m in () exists. Then, by taking instead of T × Z in (.), we get
by the Burkholder inequality. Hence
Y m(y) dμ
is defined P-almost everywhere. Now take ψ n satisfying the assumption of the proposition such that the sequence of the integrals
converges to zero. Then there exists a subsequence (n k : k ∈ N) such that:
such that there exists an m satisfying () and (). It is easy to see that D is a linear space and if we can find ψ n ∈ D such that
then we would finish the proof. Indeed, take the corresponding functions m n . Then the sequence (m n : n ∈ N) is Cauchy in L  ( × Y ; H) due to (.) and ψ belongs to D due to (a) and (b). Now we will show how to construct the approximating sequence ψ n . We assume that λ(dz) is finite. By Lemma A.. in [] we can find mappings F n on H. The simple functions F n ψ take values in the finite dimensional subspace of H. Moreover,
and if F n ψ ∈ D, n ∈ N , then ψ ∈ D. Now to show that F n ψ ∈ D, we will take advantage of the fact that each F n ψ is bounded in H and
if and only if
for φ n uniformly bounded in H. So as F n is of the form
Another reduction shows that this is true if
where C  k is a disjoint union of sets of the type C
is a predictable process, it can be approximated by simple bounded real processes in L  ( T ). So, we will finish the proof by showing that
for s < t, C s ∈ F s , but this is obvious. When λ(dz) is σ -finite, there exists a sequence A n satisfying λ(A n ) < +∞ and A n ↑ Z. Obviously,
In the following we give a type of the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality which will play an important role in proving the regularity property of the mild solution of (.).
Lemma . If A is the infinitesimal generator of pseudo-contraction C  -semigroup S(t), t ≤ T, and g(t, z) is an H-valued progressively measurable mapping with respect to
for some number r ≥ . http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/175
Proof Let us define
S(t -s)g(s-, z) N(ds, dz).
Assume that g(t, z) takes values in D(A) and
Since A is the infinitesimal generator of a C  -semigroup, A is closed. And by (.) we can check that
for all t ≥  and
AS(t -s)g(s-, z) N(ds, dz).
By (.) and Proposition . with Y replaced with [, T], we have
By Itô's formula, we get
So, we have
Since A is pseudo-contraction, there exists r ≥  such that
Then by (.), (.) and B-D-G inequality, we can get the following estimate:
So, by Gronwall inequality, we have
By the Fatou lemma, we have
Without assuming g(t, z) takes values in D(A), we define g n (t, z) = nR(n, A)g(t, z) where R(n, A), n ∈ N, is the resolvent of A, then we know g n (t, z) takes values in D(A) and satisfies (.) under the following condition:
Then insteadỸ (t),Ỹ n (t) satisfies (.). By the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality and dominated convergence theorem, we have
Then it is easy to check
So, under condition (.), (.) also follows without assumption that g(t, z) takes values in D(A). In order to relax (.), we define stopping times
Therefore by Fatou lemma, the assertion follows.
In order to study the regularity property of the mild solution of (.), we introduce an approximation system of (.) in the following: 
So, it is easy to deduce
Ax, x H ≤ a x  , x ∈ D(A).
